
The Wellvene Releasable Overshot has been designed with an adjustable core to 
allow for varying reach configurations when latching onto tools with damaged or 
no external fishing neck.

RELEASABLE 
OVERSHOTS
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Each Overshot comes with a range of 
interchangeable slip sizes and optional 
integrated bell guides to allow for use 
within 2 3/8” tubing up to 9 5/8” casing.  
The allowance for ensuring the tool has 
multiple configurations to suit a range 
of operational requirements ensures a 
reduction in stock is maintained whilst 
providing cost efficiency.

The Releasable Overshot only requires 
downward jarring to shear the release 
pin, however a Double Jar Down Adaptor 
(DJDA) can be supplied where there 
may be a requirement to eliminate 
the potential for premature shearing 
of the tool during prolonged or severe 
downward jarring when latching onto a 
fish neck or tool body.

Subsequent upward jarring can also be 
applied indefinitely or until the tool being 
retrieved is released. This upward action 
merely shears the shear pin in the DJDA 
mechanism to allow the tool to transfer 
into the pre-release position. Further 
downward jarring will shear the release 
pin, allowing retrieval of the Overshot 
from the fishing neck.

Where extended reach may be 
required, Bell Guide Extensions c/w 
Slip Extensions can be supplied to suit 
such operations.  Additionally, the Core 
Adjuster can also be supplied with a 
thread in the bottom to accommodate 
equalizing prongs and pulling probes.

Ò High tensile / yield design

Ò Interchangeable components for  
reduced stock

Ò Full range of size ranges available 

Ò Utilize various slip sizes within the  
same tool

Ò Adjustable and extended reach

Ò Integrated bell guide

Ò Field redressable

Ò No special tools required for 
disassembling or assembly

Ò Supplied with any industry connection

Ò Sale and rental options available
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